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From London: Take the A2 towards Dover. Take the B255 turnoff (immediately after M25), follow
signs to Bluewater and Greenhithe - left at top of run-off lane bypassing roundabout, keep in righthand lane past Bluewater, then straight ahead across next roundabout. Turn right at next roundabout
(by McDonalds) along A226 to Swanscombe and Gravesend. After two miles go across another set
of traffic lights. Immediately afterwards on the left is the football ground; turn left at the roundabout
into Grove Road. [Alternatively carry on to the next junction off the A2, and proceed as from Kent
Coast].
From M25 (anti clockwise): Turn off onto the A2 towards Dover at junction 2, then follow
instructions as from London.
From M25/Dartford Bridge: When crossing the bridge keep in the left hand lane, and use one of
the three left hand toll booths. Take immediate left turn (signposted Swanscombe and Industrial
Estates). There is a roundabout almost immediately; go straight across (signposted A206/A226 to
Swanscombe). Follow the road across several roundabouts until one at a T-junction. Turn right, then
left along the A226 at the next roundabout (by McDonalds) towards Swanscombe and Gravesend.
After two miles there is a set of traffic lights, followed on the left by the football ground; turn left at
the roundabout into Grove Road.
From Kent Coast: Take the M2/A2 towards London. Take the A2260 (becomes B2175) to Northfleet
(immediately after the A227 Meopham/Wrotham/Gravesend turning). At the second roundabout turn
left (not sharp left) on A226 signposted Swanscombe & Bluewater. Follow the road across some
“temporary” lights and a roundabout; at the second roundabout turn right under the railway. At the
next roundabout go straight over into Grove Road.
Once in Grove Road, proceed past a small office block and immediately take the next left
(signposted Foster Yeoman). Go straight ahead, through the gates just past Keyline's entrance. On
the right is a row of industrial units; we are in the rightmost one. There is ample parking in front.
If you get lost, please telephone 01474 333456 for assistance.
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